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5.1

ྚ͈ఱၘ͈ࡕ̱̞۪ିמ͂ޏ۷௶ͥ͢ͅͺίυȜΙ
Severe Environment of 㵰Uncharted㵱 Continent Necessitates Satellite Observation
AMSR͈3ch଼ْࣣ௨Ȫ89GHzȂ18GHzȂ10GHzȫͤ͢ͅȂධޭఱ
ၘ̷͈͂ਔս͈٬ຕ͈အঊͬ۷௶̳̭̦ͥ͂ြ̳͘ȃධޭఱၘඤ
ၘ໐͉ດࣞ3000m಼̢ͬͥࣞࡔ̞͂̈́̽̀̀Ȃൃ͉ͅܢĮ80Ɏͅݞ
͐೩͈أႀ֖̞̳͂̈́̽̀͘ȃൃ͉ܢȂৣ̩̱̱̈́͊͊͜ήςΎȜ
Ρͅਥͩͦͥ۷௶৪̞̫ͬ̈́ັ̵ܙୱ͂ຕ͈ଲ̳́ٮȃධޭ͈ຕ
͈ΡȜθೀષ໐͈̜͌͂̾́ͥΡȜθF͉́Ȃུ͈۷௶ݶത̦
୭̫ͣͦȂຕ͓͂ͥͬ߸۾͈ܨऔ̦ঔ̯̞̳̦ͦ̀͘Ȃ
՛ૄ́͜ࢩํսͅ۷௶ͬڐఱ̧༹̦̳̞́ͥ̀ͦͣ͛͘ݥȃ
ຕ͈༏໐͉ͅຕ͂ࡤ͊ͦͥ٬ષͅಫ̱̹ͤຕ̩ࢩ̦عం
ह̱̞̳̀͘ȃ̭͈܅״໐͉ධޭຕ͈ᙐူȆક͈̀̽͂ͅࢹܥ
ఱ̧̳̜̦̈́ͤ͘ޣגȃ̭͈ຕ͈༲ٟͥ͢ͅධޭຕ̥͈ͣຕ͈
ၠ͉Ȃධޭఱၘ͈ୱຕၾ͈հͬࣉ̢ͥષ́ਹါ̈́۷௶చય͂
̞̳̈́̽̀͘ȃAMSR͈6GHzȂ10GHz͈ζͼ·υ෨۷௶͉́Ȃ೩
̞ܵഽأഽ͈౷֖࡛̤͂̈́̽̀ͦ̀ͤȂഛ͈́۬ণ̦خෝ̳́ȃ
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A composite AMSR image of 89, 18 and 10GHz displays the Antarctic
snow and ice distribution. Antarctica has an inland plateau area with an
elevation over 3,000m a.s.l. and a very cold climate with temperatures as
C. In winter, this area is closed to frequent observation due to
low as -80ɋ
darkness, strong winds, and blowing snow. On a peak of an Antarctic
dome, Dome Fuji, Japan maintains an observation site but seeks more
observation techniques to combat the severe conditions described above.
Shelf ice forms the coastal ice margin, and its fluctuations are an
important factor in the changing ice mass outlet from Antarctica. Microwave
observation by AMSR 6 and 10GHz channels will focus on these regions in
all weather conditions since this area appears as a low brightness
temperature (Tb) area.
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ġġġ5.1.1 2003ා727͈AMSR 3ch଼ْࣣ௨Ȫ89GHzȂ18GHzȂ10GHzȫ
Fig. 5.1.1 Composite AMSR image from July 27, 2003 using 89, 18, and 10GHz channels
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5.2

ධޭ͈ୱຕ̥͈ͣζͼ·υ෨ΏΈσ
Microwave Signals from the Antarctic Snow and Ice
250

ධޭఱၘඤၘ໐̤̫ͥͅා͈أܨ͈ۼଔ֊͂ζͼ·υ෨ΟȜ
Η͈ͬڛা̱̳͘ȃ
5.2.1͉ΡȜθF̤̫ͥͅAMSR-E͈6̾
͈ΙλϋΥσ͈ܵഽأഽ͂ু൲ܨય۷௶౾ͥ͢ͅ2003ා͈ා
أܨ͈ۼΟȜΗ͈ͬڛা̱̞̳̀͘ȃ
أܨΟȜΗͬࡉͥ͂Ȃ
4̥ͣ9̥̫̀ͅȂ
ड೩͈أܨশ̦ܢ
ࡐಠ̞̈́ͣ̈́ͅȂ
̞ͩͥ͠
Ȧcoreless winterȧ͈ΩΗȜϋ̦ࡉͣͦ
̳͘ȃ
ධޭ͈أܨ་͈اඅಭ̜̭͈́ͥΩΗȜϋ͉Ȃ
ාਔ͂ܢ
ාਔ͈ܢͼ·σ̦ਹ̲̞̳̈́̽̀̀͘ȃܵഽأഽ͉أܨ་
൲ͅ؊൞̱̞̳̦̀͘Ȃਔ෨ତ̦೩̩̈́ͥ̾ͦ̀ͅ૦໙͉̯
̩̈́ͤȂ؊൞শ͜ۼಁ̧̳ͦ̀͘ȃպ͈ಁ͉ͦȂ89GHź͉͕
͂ͭ̓ࡉ̵̦ͣͦͭ͘Ȃ36.5GHź15Ȃ23.8GHź24Ȃ
18.7GHź28̞͂̈́̽̀̀Ȃ6.295GHz͂10.65GHź͉30
ոષ̞̳̈́̽̀͘ͅȃպ͈ಁ͉ͦୟୱಎ͈ഥ൵͂ζͼ·υ
෨අ̽̀͢ͅࠨ̳ͤ͘͘ȃζͼ·υ෨ͤ͢ͅ૫൫̳ͥ૬̯̦
։̹̈́ͥ͛Ȃ
պ͈ಁ̦ͦ։̧̳̈́̽̀͘ȃ
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Comparing the annual (2003) pattern of air temperatures from the

200

10V

Automatic Weather Station (AWS) and six AMSR-E Tb at Dome Fuji,
18V

the air temperature indicates a very clear 㵰coreless winter㵱 pattern of
190

pattern is due to the combination of the semi-annual and annual
oscillations. All the Tb follow the seasonal trend found in the AWS,

Tb (K)

no clear winter minimum from April to September. This particular

23V
36V
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although the amplitudes decrease and delays of the maxima increase
with decreasing frequency. This phase delay is nearly non-existent at

89V
170

89GHz; approximately 15 days at 36.5GHz; 24 days at 23.8GHz; and
28 days at 18.7GHz. The delays for 6.925GHz and 10.65GHz are
greater than 30 days. The phase delay depends on thermal diffusivity

160

and the microwave properties of the snow. The phase delay differs
among frequencies due to the differing penetration depths of the
microwave signal.
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ġġġ5.2.1 ΡȜθF͈͂أܨAMSR-Eܵഽأഽ
Fig. 5.2.1 Air temperature and AMSR-E Tb at Dome Fuji
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Air temperature (K)
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ນġġġġġġ5.2.1 AMSRΙλϋΥσ͈ධޭୟୱ֖͈́૫൫૬̯
Table 5.2.1 Penetration depth of AMSR channels in Antarctic snow

ਔ෨ତΙλϋΥσ
Frequency Channels (GHz)

6.925

10.65

18.7

23.8

36.5

89

૫൫૬̯Ηͼί1
Penetration depth Type1

42.

8.0

1.2

0.55

0.15

0.03

૫൫૬̯Ηͼί2
Penetration depth Type2

34.

11.5

3.3

2.50

0.90

0.20

ນ5.2.1͉ȂAMSR͈6͈̾ΙλϋΥσ͈૫൫૬̯̞̾̀ͅা̱̞̳̀͘ȃධޭຕ͈ۋ
ୱ͈ζͼ·υ෨૫൫૬̯͉ਔ෨ତͅջం̱̳̦͘Ȃ̯ͣͅୱأȂࠫએၥࠂȂྟഽȂࢹ௮
ͬ͜ͅޣג̫̳͘ȃਔ෨ତ̦̞ࣞ͂Ȃ૫൫૬̯͉̯̩̳̈́ͤ͘ȃ10GHzո͈ئਔ෨ତ
͉́Ȃ૫൫૬̯͉ୱ͂أࢹ௮̽̀͢ͅఱ̧̩ऒֲ̯̳ͦ͘ȃ20GHzոષ͈ਔ෨ତ͉́ࠫ
એၥࠂ͈̦ޣגड̦̳̞́͜ޑȂྟഽ͂أഽͬ͜ͅޣג̫̳͘ȃ̭̭͉́2͈̾ୱৗͬ
ே̱̱̹͘ȃୱΗͼί1͉Ȃඤၘ໐͈೩ࣛ́أୱ͈ઁ̞̈́౷֖͈ୱ́Ȃ೩أȪ-60Ɏȫ́ல
̞ၥঊȂ೩ྟഽȂ೩ᙐူ௸ഽ͈͈̳́́͜ȃୱΗͼί2͉͈܅״ڛഎأ́ࣛୱ͜ఉ̞
̭͂ͧ́ȂأഽȪ-20ɎȫȂळ̥̈́ၥঊȂ೩ྟഽȂࣞᙐူ௸ഽͬே̱̞̳̀͘ȃ̭͈ાࣣȂ
6GHzͬੰ̞̀܅״໐͈ୱΗͼί2͈૫൫૬̯̦ఱ̧̩̳̈́ͤ͘ȃ

Table 5.2.1 presents penetration depth ranges on six AMSR frequency channels, and penetration
depth for two types of snow, assuming observation at a 50 degree incidence angle. Penetration depth
over the ice sheet (dry snow) depends on the frequency, but also on the snow's temperature, density,
layering, and crystal size and type. As the frequency increases, penetration depth decreases. For
penetration depth below 10GHz, the snow cover temperature and layering are determinant factors.
Above 20GHz, crystal size has the greatest influence, although density and temperature also have an
effect. In the following example, snow type 1 is a cold (-60㫦
C) snow cover with coarse grain, low
density, and low accumulation rate. Snow type 2 is a warmer (-20㫦
C) snow cover with fine grain, low
density, and high accumulation rate. Penetration depths are greater for snow type 2 than for snow
type 1 except at 6.925GHz, where the snow temperature was the determinant factor.
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5.3

͂ܨධޭຕȇ་൲͈ಣ̢̱ͬ͂ͣͥ
Climate and the Antarctic Ice Sheet : Detecting Signs of Change

ධޭఱၘ܅״໐͉́߃ාأഽષઌܱ̱̞̭̦̜ͬ̀ͥ͂ͧ
̳ͤ͘ȃ̹͘Ȃຕ̦༲ٟ̱̞̀ͥ႕͜༭̯̞̳࣬ͦ̀͘ȃ೩
ਔ෨͈ζͼ·υ෨ΙλϋΥσ̷͉͈ͦͣ۷௶ͅঀ̠̭̦͂ြ
̳͘ȃ6Ȃ10GHz͉Ȃ߃ාܨ་൲͂ຕ་൲͈۷ത̥ͣȂະ
հ̦ا࿚ఴ̞͂̈́̽̀ͥຕ͈κΣΗȜ͜ͅ၌ဥ̯̳ͦ͘ȃ
5.3.1͈ი͈ಎ͉ຕ֖ͬা̱̞̳̀͘ȃຕ͈ୱຕ̥͈ͣඅ
ခ͈ζͼ·υ෨༶ৣͬ۷௶̱̞̭̦̥̀ͥ͂ͩͤȂຕ͈۬ণ
̦خෝ̳́ȃ
ධޭఱၘ͈ਔս͉́٬ຕ་൲ͥ͢ͅζͼ·υ෨༶ৣ͈་̦ا
ࡉ̳ͣͦ͘ȃධޭఱၘષ͉́Ȃ10m૬͈ୟୱأഽ̦ාۼܨ
̩߃ͅأȂාಎ͕͖͈֚ͬা̱̳̦͘ȂAMSR͈6GHz͈ΟȜ
Η͉̭͈ୟୱ૬໐̥͈ͣ༶ৣͬ௴̢̤̀ͤȂ͕͖ාۼܨ
͈أືͅచ؊̱̹ΩΗȜϋͬা̱̞̳̀͘ȃດ͈̞ࣞࣞධ
ޭ͉́ාۼ̦أܨ೩̩̞̳̈́̽̀͘ȃຕ͈͂أܨ۷
௶ͤ͢ͅȂධޭຕ͈་൲͈ಣ̱ͬࡉಫ̭̦ͥ͂ြ̳͘ȃ
300

In some areas of the Antarctic, where recorded temperatures have

280

risen and shelf ice has collapsed, observation data are available from

260

low frequency channels of AMSR. AMSR 6GHz and 10GHz channels
focus on the shelf ice area, where instabilities are of great concern in

240

the relationship between climate and ice sheet.

220

There is great change in Tb in the surrounding oceans as the sea ice

200

changes, but little change over the ice sheet. This is because the 6GHz
signal indicates the temperature from the deep snow layer where the

180

annual mean air temperature of the site can be determined. It remains

160

low in the inland areas.
140

By observing the shelf ice and mean temperature, sensors can

120

monitor the signs of change in ice sheet conditions.

ġġġ5.3.1ȁAMSR 6GHz ͥ͢ͅ܅״໐͈ຕ͈༆
ඤၘ֖͉́ͬأܨ̹̱דΩΗȜῧ̈́ͥȃ
Fig. 5.3.1ȁAMSR 6GHz indicating shelf ice along the coast
Tb reflects the annual mean temperature pattern inland.
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5.4

ධޭຕ͂ఱܨ۪ȇݢષઌ̳ͥຕأഽ
Ice Sheet and Atmosphere : Sudden Rise in Ice Sheet Temperature
ઌأஜ
Ȫ2003ා1028ȫ
Before rise of ice sheet temperature (Oct. 28, 2003)

ઌࢃأȪ2003ා117ȫ
After rise of ice sheet temperature (Nov. 7, 2003)

ήυΛ΅ϋΈΩΗȜῧઌ֖أ
Blocking pattern and the area where rise of ice sheet temperature
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ġġġ5.4.1 ධޭఱၘષ͈́̈́ݢઌ͈أȪAMSR-E 36GHzȫ
Fig. 5.4.1 Detection of sudden rise in ice sheet temperature (AMSR-E 36GHz)

ධޭఱၘඤၘ໐͉̱̱́͊͊̈́ݢઌ̦أ۷௶̯̳ͦ͘ȃ5.4.1͈ऒ͂ಎ؇͉ઌأո
ஜ͈2003ා1028͂ઌ͈ࢃأ117͈ܵഽື̦̳͈̹̱ͬ́͜ڛȂඤၘ໐͈೩أ
֖͈કͬࡉ̭̦ͥ͂ြ̳͘ȃତ́ۼ30Ɏ͜ͅࡐ͐ݞಠ̈́أܨષઌฺ̞ͅȂୟୱນ
̦͛ͣͦȂຕນ̥͈ͣζͼ·υ෨༶ৣ̦௩̳̹̹̱́͛حȃͬޣג̴͈̫ͅຕ
ນ࿂͈أഽ͈۷௶̦خෝ̈́ζͼ·υ෨۷௶̦ခ̳࢘̈́ͤ͘ͅȃ
ֲ͈͉ઌ֖͂أ500hPa࿂ࣞഽા଼͈ࣣ̳́ȃධޭຕષߗ࡛̹ͦͅήυΛ΅ϋΈ
ͥࣞ͢ͅգાͤ͢ͅȂ̦ܨၠව̳ͥအঊ̦ࡉ̵̞̺̳͘ȃຽ͉ޭ̀̽͢ͅ־೩գાͅ
̞̹̈́̽̀ධޭඤၘ໐ષߗ͈ఱ̦̳́ܨȂ̭͈̠࡛̈́͢યͤ͢ͅఱ̭̤̦͈ͤ۟ܨȂ
͞ܨକ̦ܨຕષͦ͊ͅȂຕأഽ͞ຕષ͈ࣛୱ̳̱͘ͅޣגȃධޭ͈أഽ͂ୟୱͬ
ࣉ̢ͥષ́ఱ୨࡛̈́ય͂ࣉ̢̳ͣͦ͘ȃ
AMSR͈۷௶ਔ෨ତ͈֑̞ͤ͢ͅȂୟୱນȡ૬͈أഽࢹ௮̦ଔ̯ͦȂౣܢ་൲́
̜ͥઌ࡛أય͞Ȃಿે͈ܢఠ̹̱ͬדා͈̓̈́أܨΏΈσ̳̭̦ͬ৾ͤ͂ြ
̳͘ȃ̭͈ͦͣζͼ·υ෨ͥ͢ͅධޭຕ۷௶ͤ͢ͅȂ౷ષ۷௶͈ߗฒ֖̤̫۪ͥͅޏ۷
௶̦ૺ̳͛ͣͦ͘ȃ

An abrupt rise of air temperature has been recorded in Antarctica. The left and center figures
illustrate the 36GHz Tb patterns on October 28 and November 7, 2003. The inland cold area was
diminished. A sudden temperature rise of 30ɋ
C in a few days heated the surface snow layer,
increasing the microwave emission. Microwave sensors can observe the ice-sheet temperature, as it
is not affected by clouds.
The composite map with a 500hPa height chart (right) displays the associated blocking pattern
over Antarctica. The pressure field is usually low because the polar vortex is located over the
Antarctic. However, in the blocking pattern, the circulation brings heat and moisture over the ice
sheet. This phenomenon significantly influences temperature and snow accumulation on the ice
sheet.
Using multiple-frequency observations with AMSR, we see thermal fluctuations between surface
and deep snow layers on the ice sheet, and then a short-term temperature rise and a long-term
temperature trend. Through microwave observation of the ice sheet, we can detect the environment
of this 㵰uncharted㵱 continent.
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